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CORK - A SUSTAINABLE
RAW MATERIAL
Cork comes from the bark of the Cork Oak, a slowly growing tree from
the Mediterranean basin that may live for 200 years and plays a central role
in the social and economic development of this region.
Truly environmental-friendly - The extraction of cork and its related industries
are remarkably sustainable, since the tree is never cut or damaged during the
extraction process and the bark regenerates after each harvest.

Positive ecological impact - It is estimated that the Portuguese cork oak
forest - Montado - is responsible for retaining 5% of the country’s annual CO₂
emission, representing 4.8 million tons per year.

An activity that crosses generations - Cork Oaks are manually harvested
for the first time when the tree is 25 years old and then every 9 years making
it an activity that passes from generation to generation.

A positive economic and social impact – Cork harvesting is a regular and
cyclical process that contributes to environmental, economic and social
sustainability of the rural areas in the Mediterranean region.

Rural areas economic engine - The cork activity as well as related activities
fueled by this industry create jobs in many rural areas of the country,
encouraging people to settle there.

FROM NATURE,
TO YOUR SPECIAL SPACE.
Technology only makes sense if it improves people’s lives. This concept finds
expression in products developed with Corktech technology.
By using a unique engineered multilayer structure, which combines state of the
art technology with the exclusive natural properties of cork, a higher standard in
flooring is achieved, providing the perfect match between design and wellbeing.
Wicanders uniqueness is daily achieved by continuosly research on how end
customers think and live their spaces. Wicanders brings to the market products
that provide a silent and thermally insulated environment, that endures through
time and are sustainable at the same time.
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CREATED BY HUMANS,
INSPIRED BY NATURE
Wicanders represents an unique balance between the creation of innovative products
and the protection of the environment, combining state-of-the-art technology with
the amazing natural properties of cork.
A green production process – Cork waste resulting from the industrial process
is 100% reincorporated into the production, creating an ecologically virtuous cycle.

Intensive use of biomass – The cork powder resulting from the industrial process
is burned in order to create biomass which is then used as a major source of energy
to supply the production facilities, allowing Wicanders also to base its production
in a sustainable source of energy.

Low carbon emission – Cork´s natural property of retaining CO₂ combined with
an eco-sustainable industrial process allows Wicanders to develop eco-efficient
products with a low carbon emissions factor, positively contributing to a sustainable
environment.

Indoor Air Quality – Refined to be free of harmful phthalates Wicanders products
have been awarded with worldwide indoor air quality certifications such
as Greenguard Gold or A+.
78

Negative Global Warming Potential - The majority of Wicanders products
contribute to reduce global warming, since they retain more CO₂ than they emit.
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cork - pure
Glue Down Tiles

A 100% environmentally friendly choice. Cork is
harvested from the tree every nine years resulting in a
sustainable resource that can be used again and again.

LIGHT (P.7)

As the name suggest, our Cork Pure range is 100%
pure Cork.
Cork Pure tiles are produced by a heat treatment
process which allows the Cork to bind together.
The Cork Pure range achieves its 3 colours naturally.
Super heated for prolonged periods of time, the Cork
granules naturally darken the longer heat is applied.
Cork Pure is supplied unfinished and requires an onsite finish.

MEDIUM (P.8)

Complies with Green Star guidelines
DARK (P.9)

CORK PURE - LIGHT
Tile Size: 600x300x8mm
Cartons: 5.4m2 per box
Stock:
in stock

Supplied unfinished, site
finish required.
Install with WAKOL D3540
(in conjunction with
WAKOL D3040 Primer on
absorptive surfaces).
Recommended finishes:
LOBA / BONA.

Light Cork @ Higher Ground Cafe

Compliant with Green
Star building guidelines.
(includes finish & adhesive)

Light Cork @ Higher Ground Cafe

Light Cork @ Higher Ground Cafe

Finish & colour combinations

CORK PURE - MEDIUM
Tile Size:
Cartons:
Stock:

600x300x8mm
5.4m2 per box
Stock Arriving

Supplied unfinished, site
finish required.
Install with WAKOL D3540
(in conjunction with
WAKOL D3040 Primer on
absorptive surfaces).
Recommended finishes:
LOBA / BONA.
Compliant with Green
Star building guidelines.
(includes finish & adhesive)

Cork Medium - NAU Stand

Cork Medium - Barwon Heads

Cork Medium - Barwon Heads

CORK PURE - DARK
Tile Size:
Cartons:
Stock:

600x300x8mm
5.4m2 per box
Stock Arriving

Supplied unfinished, site
finish required.
Install with WAKOL D3540
(in conjunction with
WAKOL D3040 Primer on
absorptive surfaces).
Recommended finishes:
LOBA / BONA.
Compliant with Green
Star building guidelines.
(includes finish & adhesive)
Adelaide Health & Medical Science Building

Adelaide Health & Medical Science Building

AHMSB

CORK PURE - DARK (PU)
Supplied pre-coated with BONA
from the factory
Tile Size: 600x300x4.8mm
Cartons: 9.0m2 per box
Stock:
In Stock
Pricing: $64/m2 ex GST
NAU Furniture Stand @ Denfair Melbourne

Adelaide Health & Medical Science Building
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Cork Tiles Medium/Dark, sanded, 8mm ‐ Technical Data Sheet
General Properties ‐ EN 12104
Dimensions (Width and Length)
Overall thickness
Squareness and straightness of the edges
≤ 400 mm
> 400 mm
Mass per unit area
Dimensional stability after exposure to heat
Curling after exposure to heat
Moisture content
Classification Properties ‐ EN 12104
Overall thickness
Apparent density
Safety Properties – EN14041
Fire resistance

Formaldehyde emission
Content pentachlorophenol (PCP)
Safety Properties
Fire resistance ‐ Critical Radiant Flux (CRF)1
Smoke development2
Additional Properties
Impact sound reduction
Impact sound insulation index

1
2

Standard ‐ Test Method
EN 427
EN 428

Unit
mm
mm

Specification
≤ 0.20% up to max. 1mm
nominal ‐0 + 0.25

EN 427

mm

EN 430
EN 437
EN 437
EN 12105

g/m2
%
mm
%

≤ 0.50
≤ 1.00
2.5 +/‐ 10%
≤ 0.4
≤6
3.5 to 4.5

EN 428
EN 672

mm
kg/m3

≥ 4.0
≥ 450

ISO 11925‐2/ISO 9239‐1
(classification according to
EN 13501‐1)

Class

Cfl‐S1

DIN EN 717‐1
EN 14041 Annex B

Class
%

E1
Undetectable

kw/m2
%‐min

4.5
< 750 percent‐minutes

dB
Ln,w+Cl (dB)

14
< 62 dB

ISO 140‐8

Fire classification in accordance with EN 13501‐1 (2002), Class Cfl (EN ISO 9239‐1 test duration = 30 minutes) has heat flux ≥ 4.5 kW/m2.
Fire classification in accordance with EN 13501‐1 (2002), Class S1 has smoke production ≤ 750%‐min.
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